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Elevated uncertainty levels across DWM’s 88 portfolio companies
reflected by an over 45% increase in liquid assets levels since March’20
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Median liquidity ratio levels for DWM portfolio companies are currently at 18%, up from 5% to 8% non-stress levels
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3,500 Surveys
60% microenterprises
40% small businesses

Key objectives include evaluation of:
i.
Economic impact of shock and recovery outlook
ii.
New products and re-lending
iii. Willingness to adopt digital
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Survey Overview

Survey Methodology

The survey conducted by BFA Global with the customers of DWM
portfolio companies was fielded in July-August of 2020. More
than 3,500 customers responded to the survey, of whom 40
percent were small businesses and 60 percent were
microenterprises.
The economic impact of the pandemic was the first topic of the
survey. How have revenues changed since the onset of the
crisis, and why? We also asked for forecasts for future
revenue, as well as sources of new funding that could come
online within six month. Respondents disclosed their holdings
of emergency funds, other savings, cash management for
personal use, and assets used to raise funds if needed.
The needs of respondents went beyond simply reporting the
causes of declining income. We also asked specifically about
the business inputs, such as capital and skilled workers, that
businesses needed most. We asked what types of financial
services could have the greatest impact on the business.
The survey explored how respondents use digital technology.
What business functions, such as payments and ecommerce,
are already digitally today? What are the drivers (of) and
barriers to digital usage? Do respondents use digital channels
to reach their own customers? And would they consider
taking a digital loan if it were available?

Computer Assisted
Telephone Interviews

Digital Web-Based
Interviews

Several companies in our
sample used telephone
call centers to interview
customers in their small
business and
microenterprise segments.

Others elected to run the
same survey as a fully
digital interview,
completed by
respondents
independently.
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Data Analysis and
Machine Learning
After data cleaning and
dashboard construction,
we used machine learning
to uncover hidden
relationships in the survey
data.
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Findings from
machine learning
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Almost a third of micro- and SME-clients
reported having to pivot to new business lines

SMEs in manufacturing (31%)
and agriculture (30%) were
most likely to pivot to new
business models or business
lines.
In microenterprises, however,
the pivot to new business
models was more common in
the food service sector (42%).
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Female-owned SMEs are more likely to use ecommerce
SMEs in our sample are much
more likely to be male-owned
(76%) than are
microenterprises (56%).
Rates of e-commerce adoption
are strikingly different by
gender. Female-owned SMEs
are more likely to use ecommerce across the board,
and particularly so when the
outlook on revenue recovery is
highest.
Percent of respondents with e-commerce adoption
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Female-headed, rural microenterprises have
highest rate of holding tangible assets
Rural clients are less likely to
hold a bank account (40%)
than urban (53%).
Rural microenterprises have
much higher rates of holding
tangible assets as a hedge
against calamity: gold,
livestock, and real estate.
The trend is more pronounced
among women and particularly
those women without bank
accounts.
Notably, rural populations with
access to insurance show the
opposite trend: lower holdings
of tangible assets.
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Microenterprises with emergency funds and using
digital payments suffer less severe revenue declines
Emergency funds are crucial
component of financial health,
which signify the respondents’
resilience in response to crisis.
A less severe revenue decline
was seen for microenterprises
that
1) Had emergency funds, or
2) Used digital payments.
Among businesses that accept
digital payments, those with
emergency funds were
significantly less likely to suffer
severe revenue declines.
Among businesses with
emergency funds, those that
accept digital payments were
similarly less likely to suffer
severe revenue declines.
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Small businesses (SME) with larger emergency
funding pools suffer less severe revenue declines
SMEs holding emergency funds
sufficient to cover more than two
months of expenses had
significantly less severe revenue
declines.
When that criterion is not met,
loan size is a better indicator of
declining revenues. Firms with
larger loans outstanding have
more severe revenue declines.
The same is true — shocks are
smaller — for those who forecast
loans will provide additional
funds within six months.
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Forecast revenue recovery for microenterprises
rises with digital payments, especially for smaller loans
Respondents are divided into 5
groups by the value of loans
outstanding.
They are then subdivided into
groups based on whether they
accept digital payments.
Expectation of revenue
recovery improves for those
using digital payments. This is
especially true for institutions
with lower loan values (a proxy
for size).
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Microenterprises with lower revenue recovery
forecasts have more short-term investment assets
Short-term investment assets are
held in order to raise cash during
a crisis. They can be liquidated if
things fall apart.
Microenterprise clients with
higher short-term investment
assets seem to face a greater
loss of revenue and expect
slower recovery to pre-crisis
levels.
One hypothesis for why may be
a preference for microenterprises
to put funds towards productive
use instead of dormant
emergency pools.
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For small business (SME), the greater the expected
recovery, the larger their need for working capital
These small businesses (in
orange) selected working capital
as the main challenge facing
their business.
The three firms’ customer bases
are divided by whether their 90day revenue forecast is above or
below the median (30 percent of
pre-crisis levels).

Working capital is the most
pervasive need and as
expected, firms with higher
forecast revenue recovery have
a larger need for working capital.
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Lower revenue recovery expectations for microenterprises predict higher demand for term loans
Respondents had the choice to
select which financial
instruments would be most
helpful to them, including
working capital, emergency,
capex, term loans and other
services.
Lower expected revenue
recovery seems to predict
higher demand for term loans.
The correlation is true to a
greater degree for Firm B and
Firm F than for others.
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A large proportion of unplugged microenterprises are likely to consider a digital loan
Users are grouped based on
whether they currently have
any use for digital technology
and whether they use social
media channels to reach
customers today.
Approximately 40 percent of
unplugged users — who do not
use technology for digital
business, nor engage online
with customers — are likely to
consider a digital loan.
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Casual digital usage among micro-enterprises
can predict high willingness to borrow digitally
Microenterprises are classified
by use case for digital
technology (the colors).
Multiple responses are possible.

The dots reveal the percent of
users within each category that
would consider taking their
next loan digitally.
Not surprisingly, the lowest
average is for the group that
has no digital use today.
Casual digital usage (i.e. usage
of payments, bill pay) can
predict high willingness to
borrow digitally.
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Thank You
Contact: privateequity@dwmarkets.com
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